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t the beginning of class, students
in a middle school language arts
class agreed that textbooks are
written to inform. By the end of
the lesson, the students decided that textbooks
are written to persuade rather than to inform.
What happened in the meantime to change
these students' minds? What follows is a
description of how middle school students in
a language arts class were led to discover for
themselves that textbooks can differ in point
of view.
Critical thinking has always held a prominent position among educational goals (Ennis,
1993). In the language arts, middle school is
when students are expected to be able to think
critically about various genres and types of
text. Critical thinking is important in social
studies as well. The "transmission" view of
learning history from textbooks is currently
being replaced by a constructivist or schematheoretic view, which holds that readers do
not receive information passively from a text,
but actively construct meaning as they integrate new information with prior knowledge.
Therefore, attempts to help students think
critically about history have replaced the
single-textbook approach with the use of
multiple source documents (Hartman, 1995;
Rumelhart, 1984; Stahl, Hynd, Britton,
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McNish, & Bosquet, 1996; Wineburg, 1994).
There is, however, a problem in achieving this
goal: Students are accustomed to being exposed to a single interpretation of historical
events from one textbook, which is customarily taken as objective truth (Down, 1988).
The idea of teaching students to think like
historians is not new. Imparting a historical
sense to students was championed by historians early in this century (Bell, 1917). Early
Progressive educators criticized exclusive
reliance on the textbook to teach subjects such
as history and science (Dewey, 1916/1944;
Schubert, 1986). Later in the century, curriculum theorist Hilda Taba (1962) went so far
as to urge teachers to avoid the use of textbooks completely in the teaching of social
studies, so that students might learn to form
their own generalizations about key social
studies concepts.
Despite these efforts and pleas for reform,
textbooks have remained ubiquitous, and subjects such as history and science are
particularly dependent on them (Venezsky,
1992). A survey conducted in 1982 found that
about 90 percent of all social studies teachers used a textbook in their classes (Stahl et
al., 1996).
Textbooks, after all, represent a long-standing tradition. The public and parents expect
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students to be provided with textbooks
(Venezsky, 1992). Consider the following
statement by A. Graham Down of the Council for Basic Education:
Textbooks, for better or worse,
dominate what students learn. They
set the curriculum, and often the facts
learned, in most subjects. For many
students, textbooks are their first and
sometimes only early exposure to
books and to reading. The public regards textbooks as authoritative, accurate, and necessary. (Down, 1988,
p. viii)
In most public schools, the textbook is beyond criticism. Text authors are often
anonymous or corporate, giving the text immunity from the criticism that might be levied
against a single author, and official authorization of texts by the school transfers
institutional authority to the text (Apple,
1990; Luke, De Castell and Luke, 1983; Paul,
1987). Thus, students have a tendency to see
textbooks as the authority and the most effective means of finding the basic facts or
truth. Ironically, critical thinking about text
is not possible when students see text as hard
objective reality; students need to see writing as a subjective representation of the ideas
of another person (Bird, 1989).
History and social studies teachers are under a great deal of pressure to cover content;
therefore, they place a great deal of attention
on communicating know ledge through the
use of textbooks rather than helping students
use this knowledge to think critically. Many
teachers feel that they are continually faced
with the depth versus breadth dilemma; it
takes a great deal of time to develop the skills
to think critically, and background knowledge
is a necessary precursor. Thus, depth versus
coverage presents a dilemma that cannot be
resolved simply by choosing one over the
other (O'Reilly, 1991).
Due to the way history has been taught,
efforts to help students think critically about
history through multiple source documents do
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not always yield the desired results. Students
are often prone to what might be referred to
as "textbook effects," meaning that students
feel that textbooks are more credible than
other sources of historical knowledge.
Wineburg (1991), for example, analyzed how
eight historians and eight high school students
examined historical evidence presented in
various documents about the Battle of Lexington. The written documents included: (a)
two diary entries, (b) an excerpt from an autobiography, (c) a
formal deposition, (d)
Ironically, critical
a newspaper report, (e)
thinking about text is
a letter of protest, (f) a
not possible when
selection from a historical novel, and (g)
students see text as
an excerpt from a high
hard objective reality;
school textbook. Pictostudents need to see
rial
documents
writing as a
included three paintsubjective
ings that did not
representation of the
accurately portray the
battle. The researcher
ideas of another
found that in contrast person
to the historians, the
high school students
failed to compare the documents and neglected to reread them to check for
consistency in facts and reliability of the
sources. Students considered the textbook to
be the most trustworthy source of information, more trustworthy than any of the
eyewitness accounts. The possibility of differences between the historians' and the
students' background knowledge being responsible for the students' deficiencies was
ruled out because four of the historians were
not specialists in American history. With
minimal background knowledge, the historians applied the disciplinary skills of
contextualization, sourcing, and corroborating. Wineburg concluded that the students
lacked the historians' knowledge of how to
analyze conflicting truth claims within the
discipline of history.
In a similar study, Stahl et al. (1996) examined the thought processes of forty-four
2 •
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10th-grade advanced-placement history students as they read documents about the
Tonkin Gulf incident after being given the
task of either forming an opinion or writing
a description of the incident. The researchers
were interested in how students integrated
information across texts, the degree to which
they read like historians, how the task affected
their processing of information, and how they
would use the different sources to create a
mental model of the incident. After examining students' notes and writing, the authors
concluded that high school students may need
explicit instruction in integrating information
from texts that contain different opinions. The
students gained know ledge after the first
reading but not after subsequent readings, and
tended to read the comprehensive historical
text first. The researchers speculated that the
students read the text first to get the basic
facts, which all the other texts confirmed.
Subsequent readings ( opinion pieces, an autobiography, a
telegram, an eyewitness account,
... the first task
and Senate hearfacing teachers is to
ings) contained
help students overcome
different interprethe authority of the
tations in addition
textbook
to these basic
facts. The students
appeared to ignore
these additional interpretations and thus failed
to construct a complex mental model of the
incident. Stahl et al. concluded that because
the results were similar to those obtained by
Wineburg (1991), textbook effects seemed a
very likely explanation. The students considered the textbook to be the most reliable
source and paid minimal attention to the other
sources. In other words, they failed to read
like historians.
How can teachers help students think critically about history? Based on the research
indicating the prevalence of textbook effects,
the first task facing teachers is to help students overcome the authority of the textbook.
Unless this is done, students might never see
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history as anything more than a collection of
facts to be memorized. The teaching strategy
that follows was designed to help middle
school or high school students come to the
realization that the information in history
textbooks is often presented in a biased fashion and that two textbooks covering the same
content may present information in such a
way as to lead the reader to draw different
conclusions about historical issues. Based on
the discovery model, students are asked to
form a generalization about textbooks
through inductive reasoning and to discover
for themselves that different textbooks convey different information about the same
topics.

Implementing the Teaching
Strategy
Two sixth-grade textbooks that present
slightly different interpretations of American
involvement in the Spanish-American War
were found. One of the textbooks (Patterson,
Patterson, Hunnicutt, Grambs, & Smith,
1967) presents a somewhat glorified version
of American involvement in this war. For
example, mention that no one ever discovered what caused the explosion of the
battleship Maine is found under a photograph
of the Maine explosion, but is not mentioned
in the paragraph that describes the explosion.
In addition, America's domination of the Philippines and American fighting with Filipino
rebels is not mentioned. The other textbook
(Bass, 1991) includes more information about
events in the Philippines and the "Yellow
Press," leading to the conclusion that
America's decision to get involved in this war
might have been a bit hasty.
Since the students were seventh-grade,
above-average readers, it was determined that
the textbook excerpts would produce little
difficulty once background knowledge was
developed. For this strategy to produce the
desired results, the issue in question should
be one the students have not yet studied. Finding two textbooks that differ clearly in their
interpretation of a single event is the most
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difficult and time-consuming component of
planning for this strategy; but it is imperative that two different textbook selections be
used. One way to find very different interpretations in textbooks is to select a recently
published text and an older text (as was done
here) , but modern textbooks can differ in
point of view as well. The topic itself is not
important; what is important is that the topic
is new to the students and that the textbooks
present noticeably different interpretations
about a single issue, event, or person.
Many of the newer history textbooks contain excepts from other sources presenting
different points of view on historical issues.
Although having students read and compare
these excerpts is a worthwhile activity and
conducive to critical thinking, the effects are
not the same as the intended effects of this
strategy: This strategy's effectiveness requires that students make a discovery about
textbooks for themselves. This cannot be accomplished through the reading of excerpts
presented in a single textbook. The differences in point of view are often subtle, so
teachers must take care in selecting textbooks
that differ enough to be discernible by all
readers.
Once the two selections were found,
enough photocopies of each selection for half
the students in the class were made. Carol
Dobos, the teacher of this seventh-grade language arts class, began by asking the students
why people write things. The class came up
with the following categories: (a) to inform,
(b) to persuade, and (c) to entertain. Next,
students brainstormed examples of reading
materials belonging in the three categories.
In the inform category, students placed textbooks, along with other examples such as
encyclopedias, newspapers, web sites, nonfiction books, and dictionaries. In the
persuade category, students placed bumper
stickers, advertisements, newspapers, web
sites billboards, and magazines. Finally, students placed newspapers, web sites,
magazines, fiction books, television, and
bumper stickers in the entertain category.
VoLUME
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The next step was to prepare the students
to read the textbook excerpts. The following
words were placed on an overhead transparency for discussion: (a) Spanish-American
War, (b) Philippine Islands, ( c) Cuba, ( d)
Manila, (e) Aguinaldo, (f) Filipino, (g) rebelled, (h) Havana, and (i) justified. Carol
explained what the Spanish-American War
was, who was involved, and when it
This strategy's
took place. She then
effectiveness requires
pulled down the wall
map and asked if that students make a
anyone knew where
discovery about
the Philippine Istextbooks for
lands,
Cuba,
themselves
Havana, and Manila
were. After pointing
them out the students
were told who Aguinaldo was and what the
people who lived in the Philippines were
called. Students were asked to define justified and rebelled. Carol could see that the
students possessed little or no background
knowledge about this war as she lead this discussion; but she felt that the information she
provided was sufficient to facilitate the students' comprehension of the textbook
excerpts.
The students were told that they would be
reading an informational piece from a typical social studies book, much like the one
used in their seventh-grade social studies
classroom. As Carol passed out the two selections, a few perceptive students
commented that their selection was not like
the one the students on the other side of the
room had. Ideally, students should not be
aware that others are getting a different selection, so the students were told that the other
students had a different first page. The students were told that they would be sampling
different types of informational reading,
something they were used to doing in their
language arts classroom in preparation for the
MEAP assessment. The purpose for reading
was then written on the board: "Was American involvement in the Spanish-American
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War justified? Tell why." The word 'justified"
was further discussed, and the purpose question was changed to: "Did the Americans do
the right thing by becoming involved in the
Spanish-American War?" The students were
much more comfortable with the question
stated this way.
The students were then asked to read and
highlight the selection and to answer the purpose question in writing. These students
possessed above-average reading and writing
ability, so there was no need to address differences in reading ability among the
students. However, in many classrooms it
might have been necessary to place the students reading the same selection in pairs or
to place them in groups to answer the purpose question together or to compare their
answers to the purpose questions.
When the students finished writing, their
papers were collected. They were asked to
raise their hands if they thought that the
Americans did the right thing getting involved
in the Spanish-American War. As anticipated,
about half of the students, mostly those who
read the textbook excerpt that glorified the
war, raised their hands. These students were
seated on one side of the classroom. When
Carol asked why only half of the room
thought American involvement was justified,
the students seated on the other side of the
room began to respond. They thought that it
was totally out of line that the war had even
taken place. A heated discussion ensued and
Carol pointed out that the two selections may
have been a little different. Maybe they
needed to read the other selection as well. The
students were anxious to read the other selection. After reading the other selection, the
students could clearly see that the two textbooks were different.
Finally, the students were directed to the
list they had generated regarding different
purposes for writing and asked if they would
still place textbooks under the "inform" category. Their overwhelming response was,
"No, persuade!" Several students remarked
that they had never realized that textbooks
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were not just facts. Carol assured the students
that textbooks do contain many accurate facts,
but that opinions are often included along
with the facts.
It must be noted here that many students
did not draw the expected conclusion from
their reading. For example, three of the students who read the textbook excerpt that did
not glorify the war, still thought that American involvement was justified because we, the
Americans, were successful in freeing the
Cuban people from Spanish tyranny. And two
students who read the other textbook excerpt
thought that the Americans should have
minded their own business. This points to the
possibility that these students possessed preconceived opinions about American
involvement in other people's wars or about
war in general. In addition, because the interpretations of textbooks are rather subtle
and because readers often focus on different
aspects of a text, complete uniformity in students' responses would not be expected ( see
Hartman, 1995). Nevertheless, the overall
purpose of the lesson was fulfilled: Students
were led to discover for themselves something important about historical writing and
textbooks.
Of course, this lesson does not teach students how to think critically about history or
to think like historians. This requires in-depth
instruction and practice in the domain of history itself. However, a strategy like this one
is a necessary prerequisite to introduce students to the idea that textbooks are written
by people who have opinions. They are not
neutral sources of objective truth.
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